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Abstract:  The effect of local thresher machine on corn cultivars SYA-16 and R-106 was observed based on some technical indicators, under 

three revolutions of threshing cylinder (200,300 and 350rpm). The experiments were conducted in a factorial experiment under complete 

randomized design with three replications. The SYA-16 cultivar was significantly better than R-106 cultivar. For local thrashing machine, the 

machine productivity, power required, threshing efficiency, broken corn,  grain cleaning, unshelled grains, loose grains a kernel outlet and 
-1grains damage were 1.226 t h , 12.317 kW, 84.438; 6.128; 89.515; 1.908;1.938 and 1.993 per cent respectively. The revolution of threshing 

cylinder 200 rpm  was significantly superior to the other two levels of 300 and 350 rpm in threshing efficiency, broken corn,  grain cleaning, 

unshelled grains, loose grains a kernel outlet and grains damage. While the corn grain moisture content at range of 14% was significantly 

superior to the other ranges of 16 and18% in all parameters.
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Corn is an important cereal for the economic 

development of Iraq. At present, corn harvesting by farmers 

in Iraq differs from place to place. In some areas, attempts 

have been made by researchers in to improve the thresher so 

that their performance in corn shelling. The farm operations 

like harvesting, threshing and post-harvest operations 

require mechanization and demand the use of suitable and 

appropriate equipment to obtain higher operational 

efficiencies and productivity (Najim 2000). The development 

of a new power sheller must reduce grain damage and 

broken grains. Concave system was its effect without 

causing in any damage on maize grains during threshing 

process (Tastra 2009)  Increasing the forward speed of .

thrashing machine increasing the machine productivity in 

which the velocity of speed of threshing cylinder machine is 

toward more controls. The operator is responsible for 

managing this important parameter (Humburg 2016). Grain 

above 30 per cent moisture can be difficult to remove from 

corn earand is easily cracked and damaged by over-

threshing in the cylinder or rotor. Cylinder/rotor velocity and 

cylinder/concave clearance are the adjustments most critical 

to reduce grain damage and threshing losses (Chaudhary 

2016). The lower energy consumption is associated with 

higher grain moisture content consequently dropping the 

threshing machine capacity. Abu Al - Khair et al (2005) 

reported that regulating of threshing machine operation has a 

direct effect on its productivity. With best adjusting of 

threshing machine, reducing the percentage of grain 

breaking then increasing machine efficiency that translate to 

ascending the machine productivity (El-Gayar 2005). The 

main goal of this research is to study the effect of local 

thrashing machine on corn SYA-16 and R-106 cultivars at 

different speeds of threshing cylinder and different ranges of 

grain moisture content 

MATERIAL AND METHODS

This study was conducted in 2017 to evaluate local 

threshing machine performance with different speeds 

250,300 and 350rpm because the machine gives the best 

performance and time, for thresher, power of Ac220v, Single -

Phase required motor 5Hp, productivity 1500 kg h , -1

dimension 1026*471*990 mm, RPM 1800 r\m for local maize 

thresher. This machine, it can be operated using an internal 

combustion engine or electric motor (Fig. 1). The 

experiments was conducted at three levels of grain moisture 

contents 14, 16 and 18 per cent and three revolution number 

of threshing cylinder of 250, 300 and 350 rpm. The   SYA-16 

and R-106 cultivars were selected and the samples were 

taken by the probe which collected on the form of heap. The 

heaps number were six and mass of each heap was 250 kg. 

The random samples of corn that are taken from each heap 

were cleaned using sieves to remove all foreign matters, 

broken and immature grains. The initial moisture content of 

maize grain was determined by oven drying methods at 

103°C for 48h (Sacilik et al 2003). The grains were kept in an 

oven at temperature of 43°C and monitored carefully for 

determining the moisture content of grain at 18%. The 

shelling production, power consumption, shelling efficiency, 

the breakage proportion, grain losses (unshelled grains 

percentage, loose grains at kernel outlet and grain damage) 


